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Neural dynamics

fixed point = constant solution (stationary state)

stable fixed point = attractor: nearby solutions 
converge to the fixed point

du/dt = f(u)

u

resting
level

vector-field

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h
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Neural dynamics

attractors structure the 
ensemble of solutions (for 
all initial conditions) = flow
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! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h
What is τ ?
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Neuronal dynamics

in neural dynamics, inputs are 
contributions to the rate of 
change

positive: excitatory

negative: inhibitory

=> shifts the attractor

=> activation tracks this shift 
due to stability

u

h+s

input, s

resting
level, h 

du/dt

time, t

u(t)

resting level, h

g(u(t))

input, s

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t)
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Neuronal dynamics

what is transmitted is 

(labelled g(t) in the book and in 
some figures)

=> neural dynamics as a low-
pass filter of time varying input

= input-driven solution

!(u(t))

" ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t)

u

h+s

input, s

resting
level, h 

du/dt

time, t
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Neuronal dynamics with self-excitation

single activation variable with self-
excitation

representing a small population with 
excitatory coupling 

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))
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Figure 1.1:  A sigmoidal threshold 
function, g(u), is plotted as a function of 
activation level, u. The sigmoid maps low 
levels of activation onto zero and large 
levels of activation onto 1 and links these 
two regimes smoothly as a monotonically 
increasing function. By convention, we 
position the half-point of the sigmoid at 
the activation level of zero. That 
convention effectively defines the 
activation scale. In DFT models we 
typically use the mathematical 
formalization of 

 where β is the 
slope of the sigmoid at zero activation. 
Larger values of β create steeper (more 
nonlinear) sigmoids.

Here we provide a brief review of the main biophysical features of neurons to 
establish the terminology used in this book. For textbook treatment of the 
biophysics of neurons see, for instance, Kandel, Schwartz, and Jessell (2013) 
and, especially, Trappenberg (2010), where the link between the biophysical 
and the population level is addressed in some depth.

Neurons are electrically active cells that maintain an electrical potential 
across their membranes through ion pumps. Neurons have four functionally 
relevant components: (1) the axon, which is the output structure of the 
neuron and carries traveling excitations of membrane potential called spikes; 
(2) the soma, which is the core of the neural cell at which summation of 
inputs may lead to spike generation; (3) the dendritic tree, which collects 
inputs in the form of membrane potential changes that happen at synapses 
and transports these to the soma; and (4) synapses, electrochemical 

Box 1.1 Biophysics of Neurons
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u 

du/dt 

resting
level, h

=> nonlinear dynamics!

Neuronal dynamics 
with self-excitation

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))

du/dt

u

resting level

Sigmoidal function

Sum of dynamics
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u 

du/dt 

resting
level, h

input strength

varying input

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))

Neuronal dynamics 
with self-excitation

AttractorAttractor
Repeller

At low levels of s(t) 
only the OFF attractor

At intermediate levels of s(t) 
BISTABLE:
Two attractors (Off, ON)
and a repeller
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at intermediate 
stimulus strength: 
bistable

“on” vs “off” state

u

du/dt

time, t

u(t)<0

u(t)>0

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))

Neuronal dynamics 
with self-excitation

Initial condition of u > 0 

Initial condition of u < 0 
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At low levels of s(t) 
only the OFF attractor

At intermediate levels of s(t) 
BISTABLE:
Two attractors (Off, ON)
and a repeller
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increasing input strength 
=> detection instability

=> the detection 
decision is stabilized

u 

du/dt 

resting
level, h

input strength
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du/dt 

�

fixed point

unstable

stable
stimulus
strength

stimulus
strength

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))

Neuronal dynamics 
with self-excitation

At higher levels of s(t) 
only the ON attractor
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At high levels of s(t) 
Only ON attractor.

At even higher levels of s(t) 
NO attractor (within range of 
interest
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decreasing input 
strength => reverse 
detection instability

u 

du/dt 

resting
level, h

input strength

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))

Neuronal dynamics 
with self-excitation
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fixed point 

unstable

stable 

stimulus
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the detection and its  
reverse => create 
discrete events from 
time-continuous changes

time, t

u(t)

detection 
instability

reverse
detection 
instability

! ·u(t) = ! u(t) + h + s(t) + c "(u(t))

Neuronal dynamics 
with self-excitation

Hysteresis:

Value of s(t) that will shift from OFF to 
ON is not the same as
Value if s(t) that will shift from ON to OFF
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In OFF attractor

Detection Instability: 
shift to ON  
s(t) = 5.3

Reverse Detection Instability: 
shift to OFF
s(t) =0.5
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Neuronal dynamics with competition

two activation variables 
with reciprocal inhibitory 
coupling

representing two small 
populations that are 
inhibitorily coupled

! ·u1(t) = ! u1(t) + h + s1(t) ! "(u2(t))
! ·u2(t) = ! u2(t) + h + s2(t) ! "(u1(t))
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Neuronal dynamics with competition

Coupling: the rate of change 
of one activation variable 
depends on the level of 
activation of the other 
activation variable

! ·u1(t) = ! u1(t) + h + s1(t) ! "(u2(t))
! ·u2(t) = ! u2(t) + h + s2(t) ! "(u1(t))

coupling
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to visualize, assume that 
 has been activated by 

input to a positive level

=> it inhibits 

u2

u1

u1

h+s1

du1/dt

u2

h+s2

inhibition
from u2

du2/dt

h+s1-c12

Neuronal dynamics with competition

! ·u1(t) = ! u1(t) + h + s1(t) ! "(u2(t))
! ·u2(t) = ! u2(t) + h + s2(t) ! "(u1(t))


